By Sgt. Maj. Walter S. Zapotoczny j,:

You wouldn't know it just by looking, but Pennsylvania
Army National Guard Chief Warrant Officers Rich Adams and
John FefoH have something in common with the likes of Jimmy
Doolittle, John Glenn and Amelia Earhart.
But it's not just that they fly, it's how they do it.
They are all members of a special club, made up of heroes
of the ·skies. Movies have been made about their stories 
it's the stuff of legends. Whether pioneers in aviation, astro
nauts or combat pilots, they and very few others like them,
have risked all in the skies and received the Distinguished
Flying Cross for their actions.
To be awarded the DFC, the performance of the act of
heroism must be evidenced by voluntary action above and
beyond the call of duty. The extraordinary achievement must
have resulted in an accomplishment so exceptional and out
standing as to clearly set the individual apart from his comrades
'. or from other persons in similar circumstances.
While the achievements of Glenn, Doolittle and Earhart,
and others are well known, the actions of Adams and Fefolt
may not be as familiar. in short, both of these Pennsylvania
Guardsman went to Iraq and distinguished themselves beyond
the call of duty.

The CitatiOn accompanying Chief Warrant
Officer Adams' award reads:

RIVER PATRlll
Adams heroically distinguished himself by
exceptional valorous conduct in the face of
the enemy as pilot in command of an Apache
helicopter as part of the 149th Attack
Reconnaissance Battalion Attack Weapons
Team in Balad, iraq.
While conducting reconnaissance and
security near Ramadi, iraq, on Feb. 11,2007,
CW3 Adams' attack weapons team was
directed to a patrol boat operating on the
Euphrates River. Intelligence reports indicated
that insurgents were using the river to cache
weapons, mortars and improvised explosive
device-making materials along the banks and
on the islands in the river, where they then
transported them via small vessels.
Coalition boat teams were tasked with
searching the islands and banks of the river
for signs of this activity. After several days
of searching, the insurgents grew wise to
the patrols and placed a water-borne iED,
which disabled one of the patrol boats,
which subsequently came under direct
attack from the enemy.
The patrol boat's sister ship hooked on and
began slowly towing the boat to the only
area suitable for its recovery, approxi
mately three miles to the west. While
enemy fire on the two Dam Security
Unit-3 boats continued and intensified,
Adams' attack weapons team was called
to assist and escort the damaged boat team.
About a half mile from the recovery point, the boats began
taking fire from both sides of the river from what was a bridge
construction site. Because of the nature of the construction,
the site provided enemy cover and made a natural choke point
for the river.

For exceptional valorous actions during Operation Iraqi Freedom Chief
Richard C;-. Adams' bold decisive and valorous actions contributed

~Varrant Officer

n:J

to the overWhelming success

of the command's mission. On II February 2007 c\V3 Adams courageously placed himself in
the direct Line of enemy fire in order

to protect a disabled waterborne patrol in the b.uphrates

River near Ramadi. Iraq. As his aHack weapons team audaciously flew close combat aHack
maneuVers. he effectively covered the lead Apache. then engaged and destroyed the enemy.
preserving the Lives of. and preventing further damage to. the disabled patroL. !Jis actions are
in keeping with the finest traditions of military heroism and reflect distinct credit upon
himself. Charlie Company. the I-I 49th AHack Reconnaissance l:>aHalion.
the 36th Combat Aviation I:>rigade and the United 6tates Army

A DSU-3 patrol boat, called
a Small Marine Riverine
Craft, is 40-teet-long by
10-teet-wide, and is
powered by twin 440
horsepower racing engines.
The SMRC can easily
exceed 40 knots, and is
both quick and highly
maneuverable. Because it
is jet driven and not pro
peller driven, the SMRC
can go into waters as
shallow as nine inches. It
holds a crew ot tive, and
can carry up to 13 Marines
tor an assault.
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CW3 Rich Adams, right, and his crew chief Sgt. Hugo Montejo from
the Texas National Guard stand in front of their Apache Helicopter.
Photo: Courtesy of CW3 Adams

Adams' team arrived on scene and was unable to
identify the enemy individuals due to the precarious
nature of the concrete construction site. The insurgents
were located in the pre-fab concrete bridge sections. In
an effort to draw fire away from the vulnerable, dam
aged and slow-moving patrol boats, the air weapons
team positioned themselves between the waterborne
patrol and the suspected enemy position.
Adams' aircraft applied suppressive fire and positioned
itself to draw fire away from the boats. They remained
close enough to give the insurgents a more lucrative target
and drew fire while the boats slowly got out of range.
The aircraft conducted numerous passes, continuously
changing flight profile and airspeed while executing close
combat attack maneuvers in order to evade enemy fire.
The bold and decisive maneuvering in direct line of
enemy fire diverted the enemy's attention away from the
vulnerable waterborne patrol to the aircraft. Once the
boats were through the kill zone the attack weapons team
returned to the bridge and made positive identification
of the shooters. They attacked the enemy with 30mm
cannon, then returned to eScort the boats the rest of the
way to their recovery point with no further incident. .:.

Chief Adams is cUTTently selving with Company B,
1-104th Attack Reconnaissance Batta/ion located at Fort
Indiantown Gap, Pa.

These words are printed on CW2 Fefolt's award:

To all who shall see these presents. greeting: This is

to certify that the

President

of the

United 6tates

of

America. authorized by ad of Congress. July 2, 1926. has
awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross

to Chief \Varrant

Officer Two John A. Fefolt, United 6tates Army,
for heroism while participating in aerial flight.

FALLEN ANGEL

..

Chief Warrant Officer John A. Fefolt heroically distin
guished himself by exceptional valorous conduct in the face of
the enemy as pilot of a Black Hawk helicopter.
On Jan, 20,2007, CW2 Fefolt's 1st battalion, 131st Aviation
Regiment aircraft was one of a flight of two Black Hawk
helicopters en route from Logistical Support Area Anaconda
to Liberty Helipad at Victory Base Complex in Baghdad,
Iraq. Shortly after departing Anaconda, they encountered
another flight of Black Hawk helicopters en route from Taji to
Liberty Helipad.
After establishing visual contact and radio communications,
the two flights maintained approximately a four-kilometer

separation. At approximately 2:15 p.m., one of the aircraft in the
second flight was engaged by enemy surface-to-air fire. The pilot
in command of the engaged aircraft announced by radio that he
had been struck by enemy fire and was attempting to land.
At this time, the pilot of the other aircraft in Fefolt's flight
noticed what appeared to be smoke on the horizon. They
determined that the smoke was coming from the helicopter in
front of them. That aircraft ultimately impacted on the ground.
As a "Fallen Angel" call was made on the radio, the two
aircraft in Fefolt's formation continued toward the impact
area to provide assistance. In doing so, they went above and
beyond the call of duty by voluntarily exposing themselves to
enemy fire.
Upon arrival at the scene, they established visual contact
with enemy elements and, after confirming the disposition of a
single white truck and the occupants within it, as well as locating
a suspected anti-aircraft gun, they began a series of combat
maneuvers to neutralize the enemy. Over the course of the
engagement, Fefolt's aircraft and the other one in his flight
completed several figure eight patterns over the engagement
area, demonstrating exceptional aviation prowess.
The door gunners of each aircraft actively engaged the
enemy. The cargo doors of Fefolt's aircraft were opened for
Special Forces operators to engage the enemy with their
personal weapons.
During this engagement, the crew chiefs and gunners on
both aircraft successfully engaged and neutralized enemy
combatants who were using what was believed to be small arms,

rocket propelled grenades, man-portable air defense systems
and an anti-aircraft gun.
Once that threat was neutralized, the two Black Hawk
pilots widened their security circle and found another heavy
machine gun hidden in a clump of trees. The helicopters'
door gunners fired on that enemy position and put it out of
operation. Apache helicopter gunships arrived on the scene
and Fefolt landed his Black Hawk near the crash scene to
provide help on the ground, however, they were unable to
recover any personnel from the downed aircrafl. When the
area was secure, a large cache of weapons was found. U.S.
forces speculate that the insurgents planned to not only
shoot down the first helicopter, but to bring down other
aircraft that arrived to help.
hi his report, Fefolt wrote that by being in the vicinity
when the first helicopter was shot down, he and the other
pilot flying alongside him may have surprised the insurgents
and possibly stopped them from firing on the downed aircraft's
sister ship Or on U.S. troops who responded to help. •:.
Chief Fefolt is cun'ently serving with Detachment 1, Company

C, 1-169thAviation in Johnstown, Pa.

